DISCOVERY GUIDE

Location: Anthropology Hall
Topic: Technology

What is technology?
Technology is the tools and skills we use to accomplish goals. Computers, cell phones, and more help us every day. Let's explore some technology used by Colorado's earliest residents, such as stone tools and pottery!

Cross off what you find!
bowl  axe  jar
scraper  arrowhead
knife  mug
pitcher

Find the technology:

Draw a picture in the phone screen of YOU using technology!

In Unearthed, notice there are no hunting tools like spears or arrowheads. How do you think people used these tools instead?

Check your answer on the back!
Check out the pottery display. How do you think people used these different types of pottery?

Discuss with friends or family...
Why is technology important to you?

Did you know...
The Ancestral Puebloans decorated their pottery with patterns, animals, and more that were important to their lives!

ANSWERS:

Carry water across the land, and more.
Cut and scrape the meat to get it ready to eat.
Front side: These stone tools were used after animals had already been hunted.
Back side: The pottery was used to cook meals. Store food and water, serve meals.